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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
our annual Convention will be held in
In about a month,
I am sure Muriel Schmidt would like to
Eureka Springs, Arkansas.
see a good turn out for her efforts.
Some members had expressed some concern as to whether we
should have
a Convention this year because of the gas crunch resulting in poor
attendance at most caves. After questionnaires
were circulated to members it was decided to go ahead.
It seems,
after some thought,
most people decided we should continue
with
convention plans.
Many expressed
the thought that if we discontinued
the
convention in a crisis year, NCA might fall by the
wayside.
This
has been a disaster
and I am hoping
we can get some
combat our mutual problems.

for most tourist
worthwhile ideas

attractions
about how to

Hoping to see as many of you as can possibly make it to
Eureka Springs next month.
Harrison Terk .. Pres.

NAT. CAVES ASSOCIATION
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CLARA HEIDEMANN'S ACCOMPLISHMENTS RECOGNIZED
Clara
Wuest Heidemann, a long time friend of the Texas
tourism
industry
and president
and general manager of Natural
Bridge Caverns,
Inc., has been selected for inclusion
in the 21st
edition of WHO'S WHO IN FINANCE AND INDUSTRY.
Natural Bridge Caverns were discovered in 1960 on ranchland that belonged
to the Wuest family for more than a century.
It
was
Mrs. Heidemann who gave permission for the initial
explorations and spearheaded
the development
of the Caverns, designated
a National Natural Registered Landmark in 1971 by the U.S. Department of Interior.
That same year, Natural Bridge Caverns took top
honors
in the Discover
America
Travel Organizationrs
national
competition
for its public information
program.
Her husband,Harry
Heidemann,
and her son, Reginald
Wuest, work with Mrs. Heidemann
in the day-to-day
operation
of the Caverns.
A native
of Newkirk,
New Mexico,
Mrs. Heidemann
has
achieved
a number of
"f i r s t s;"
In
1972, she became the
first
woman to be
elected
president
of the
National
Cave Association and
was re-elected
to that
office
in 1973.
She had previously
served
for
five
years
as
regional
vice
president
of
NCA and as a regional
convention chairman.
Mrs. Heidemann was
the
first
woman to be named
director
of
the
Discover
Texas Association.
She also
has served as a director
of
the Texas-Mexico International
Good Neighbor
Council
Tourism
Chapter,
the New
Braunfels
Chamber of Conunerce,
the
Community Fund and the
Comal County Farm Bureau.

!1

She is a committee
memberof the newly designated
Discover America TravelOrganizations
National
Council of
Attractions,
and a member of
the Texas Tourist
Council.
Other "f i r s t s" Mrs. Heidemann can lay claim to are:first
chairman of the Farm Bureau Woman's Committee and first
president
of the
Faith
Circle of the First
Protestant
Faith
Church of New
Braunfels.
She is
also the first
woman ever to be named one of
Comal County's
successful
conservation
ranchers.
At
the
present
time,
in addition
to managing
of the
Bridge Caverns Mrs. Heidemann serves as Postmaster
Branch of the U. S. Postal Service '.!.
Bridge Caverns'Rural

•

Natural
Natural
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NCA CONVENTION

SEPTEMBER 11,12,13-1979

Deep in the heart of the Ozark Mountain wilderness--the
land of magical caves and healing springs- -a romantic town clinging
to the steep
Ozark
hillsides
with the help of 40 miles of gray
stone walls.
No one has "recreated"
this historic
Victorian community, it is authentic:
Tens
of thousands
of people
from allover
the world
pilgrimaged to this Ozark community from 1879 to 1929,
seeking relief from pain and suffering.
With hopes and prayers
they came by
horse, by wagon, by rail, and on
foot.
They bathed in and drank
from 60 different
wonderful mineral
springs wi thin the town.
And
many were able to cry "EUREKA!
EVREKA.'"~
meaning III have found it:"
Today, the community is a tourist mecca--the
home of the
mammoth seven story tall "Christ of the Oz arks" statue
and the renowned Mt. Oberammergau
"Pas s i cn P'ley'".
Among
other
attractions
close at hand
is the Mt. Oberammergau
Bible Museum;
nostalgic
Crescent Hotel;
Miles Mountain Musical Museum;
Quigley's
Castle;
Table Rock
Lake;
the Rosalie
House; War Eagle Mill; Onyx Cave;
Hatchet Hall (last home of the
late Carry A. Nation, temperance
crusader
of the early
1900'5);
Cosmic Cavern; Blue Spring; War
Eagle Cavern; Geuther's Doll Museum; Pivot Rock and Natural Bridge;
and the entire Historic Downtown Area of Eureka Springs.
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In September

the

Ozark

scenery

finest. We invite you to attend this
ANNUAL CONVENTION
hosted by Muriel
Springs, Arkansas.
CONVENTION

and

weather

is at its

NATIONAL CAVES ASSOCIATION
Schmidt of Onyx Cave, Eureka
CENTER

------------BEST WESTERN SWISS HOLIDAY MOTEL -------------On U.S. 62 & Ozark 23
Eureka Springs
Arkansas

The 1979 NCA ANNUAL CONVENTION meetings will
be tightly scheduled for

HISTORIC
DOWNTOWN AREA
of
EUREKA

the benefit
of those on
cramped
schedules
and narrow budgets.
It will be a
working
convention
with
special
emphasis
upon El\lERGY
and TOURISM,
a subject of
great concern and critical
impact.
All concerned cave
owners,operators
and supervisory personnel are urged
to attend
this
important
convention.

I
I

Muriel

Schmidt

is

arranging a truly outstanding convention
for us.
PTe
convention
activities will

center at ONYX CAVE
EUREKA SPRINGS,Arkansas

and
and

post convention activities
will center
in the Springfield and Branson. Missouri
areas.
. (The Springfield
Missouri airport~ which has
goodservice and facilities~
has been recommended as the
most convenient
for those
who will
be
flying to the
convention. )

~

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

11---

REGISTRATION-------

*

3:00
Executive

- 4:00

&

Committee
4:00
Cocktail

p.m.

Regional
- *6.:00

Hour

&

Vice Presidents
p m.
c

Champagne

Dinner

Meeting
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6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
OPEN MEETING - Round Table Discussion
(This is the ice breaker.
Come to
greet and meet with
your fellow cave
operators.
Share your good news and
the bad news .]

*

8:00 p.m.
TOUR OF ONYX CAVE
(Transportation
furnished by bus)
Onyx Cave is located
about 3!z miles
north
of Hwy.
62.
The turn
off is about
one half
mile
NE of
Statue
Road and just
a short
ways
East of the Kimberling
Motel.
This
is a venerab10,
nostalgic
cave
nestled
in ,1
cozy Ozark hollow with a well
stocked
gift shop (just a door
and a yell away from Muriel's
hearth)
and
a
Gay Nineties
Button and Doll Museum.
A bit
of electronic
wizardy
guides
you through
this
quaint
cavern
(you have
your own headset to listen to
recorded
explanations
of the
cave's interesting
features).
Onyx Cave boasts of
stalactites,
stalagmites,
helecti t es , botryoidal
formations,
columns,
b oxwor k ,
sodastraws,
flowstone,
rirnstone
dams and
cave pearls.
The "Onyx Elephant", the
"Friendly
Dragon",
and "Witches
Fireplace"
all
spell
a gay ole time at "the
cave that
was discovered
in
the gay nineties.
tI

9:00 a.m.

WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

- 12:00 noon --- lunch
GENERAL

12-

--- 1:00 p.m.

SESSION

Topics
to be discussed
will
include
with
representatives
from all areas of the
California,
Missouri,
Tennessee and Virginia.

TOURS

- 5:00 p.m.

GROUP and PACKAGE
country including

good portion of time will be spent on the topics ENERGY
A
by Joe Waggoner
and TOURISM as well as ENERGY and the NCA--moderated
of the Los t Sea.
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AN EARLY (1912)
POSTCARD VIEW·
OF THE FAMOUS NATURAL BRIDGE
NEAR EUREKA SPRINGS.
PHOTO BY
GRAY.

<J
<J
<J

A PRETTY YOUNG VISITOR
TO ONYX
CAVE LISTENS
IN
TO THE STORY
OF NATURE.
-~'--COSMIC CAVERN 8 MILES NORTH OF
BERRYVILLE
(EAST
OF
EUREKA
SPRINGS)
ON HWY. 62, IS
NOTED
FOR ITS LARGE UNDERGROUND LAKE.
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STRATEGIES FROM 1980 TO 1985 -- moderated
of Cave of the Mounds,

A report on
Washington and
Rodney Schaeffer,
David Candelaria,

by

Mike Rooney

Wisconsin.

NEW

BILLBOARD

LEGISLATION

now

pending

in

how it may adversely
effect
us all ~- -mode r at ed by
Howe Caverns;
John
Bridges,.
Cascade
Caverns;
Ice Caves; and Tom Gibson, SkyLi ne Caverns.

And Standing

Cammittee

Reports

and Regional

V'ice President.

Reports.

**

!

---'I

BA_NQ_UE_T__
**

WEDNESDAY EVENING BUSINESS SESSION
-

THURSDAY,

13-

SEPTEMBER

9:00 a.m.
FINAL BUSINESS MEETING
(Convention

will conclude

with

a luncheon)

••••••••••••••••
POST CONVENTION ACTIVITIES
-

FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER

14-

DINNER AT
FANTASTIC CAVERNS
Springfield,
(Details

Missouri

to be Announced
SATURDAY,

at Convention)

SEPTEMBER

15-

NATIONAL FESTIVAL OF CRAFTSMEN
Silver

Dollar

City,Branson,Mo.

GUIDED TOURS
Blanchard Springs Caverns
September 13,14,15,16
Richard
Mills
and James
Ramey have
invited
all NCA
Convention goers' to tour Blanchard Springs Caverns
fallowing
the
close of Convention activities on Thursday, September ]3. All NCA
Conventioneers need do is identify themselves at the cave.
Both the
Dripstone
Trail
and Discovery
Trail
tours will be available and
Blanchard Springs Caverns will be prepared to give a 1 hour quick
tour for those with tight schedules and a complete 4 hour tour that
will show you all the facilities and sights at the cave. If you have
not seen this
remarkable cave operated by the U.S. Forest Service
(its the Carlsbad of the Ozarks), you owe it to yourself to do so.
CONVENTION REGISTRATION:
Registration will be $40 per person.
For those wishing to stay on the Missouri side, Silver Dollar City is associated with Ozark
Wide Reservations (in Missouri call 1-800-492-7092--outside Missouri call 1-800641-4006). Eureka Springs can be serviced by Harrison Airport thru St. Louis~
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FANTASTIC NEW HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM
The use of cave air as a coolant for show
cave
surface
facilities
has a long history.
A commonpractice
in earlier days
was to house in the cave entrance,
trapping the cool air.
In this
way lobbies,
offices,
residences
and gift shops were cheaply and
effeciently
cooled
during
summer months.
In several
instances,
gift shops and restaurants
have actually been built
within the confines of the caves themselves to take advantage of the cool air.
Chief drawbacks have always been the high humidity level
of most cave air,
and the characteristic
odors it produces.
And
since
most
caves
"b r ea t h Ln" heavily during winter months, the
system will not function in reverse, i.e. heat the
outside buildings.
To counter these deficiencies
some cave operators
(those
determined to utilize cave air for cooling)
have
"piped" the air
in, using dehumidifiers
to make
the air more tolerable.
Others
have found ways to "mix" surface and subsurface air to modify and
even lower the humidity levels.
During the 1970' s the realization that cave air often has
high levels of radon, brought these traditional cooling methods to
a standstill.
(In government
and agency cave surface facilities,
this use of cave air has been ended altogether through regulation.
It is discouraged
in the private sector also. See NCA Precautionary Cave Radiation Standards).
Innovative
cave operators
have deliberated
on the installation of' heat pumps more recently.
The heat pump is a device that takes heat from one area
and delivers
it to another area at a different temperature.
In
heating
a building,
a heat
pump absorbs heat from outside the
building and delivers it inside. In the summer, the same heat pump
can be reversed so that it cools the building and discharges the
heat outside.
A household refrigerator
is a type of heat pump because it absorbs
heat from the food inside it and discharges the
heat to the surrounding room air.
The
fluid that circulates through a heat pump is called
a refrigerant.
Common
refrigerants
are Freon and ammonia.
For
heating, a cold refrigerant first flows through coils of pipe that
are exposed
to an outside heat source.
The heat source may be
outside air, well water, or even the ground.
The refrigerant
absorbs heat from these sources, then goes to a compressor which increases its temperature and pressure.
The refrigerant
then flows
to a heat exchanger,
which
resembles an automobile
radiator, and
gives up
its heat to room air, which is circulating
through the
exchanger. The refrigerant then passes through a valve that lowers
its pressure. This results in a drop in temperature.
The cycle is
repeated
as the refrigerant circulates again through the coils .of
pipe, and picks up heat from the low temperature source.
For
cooling
purposes,
valves reverse the direction of
the refrigerant
flow. The r e f r i.g.e.r
an t vapor flows at high temperature and pressure through the outside coils. At this point,water,
earth,
or outside
air absorbs heat from the hotter refrigerant.
This takes place even if the outside source is warm, because it is
cooler than the refrigerant.
The refrigerant then passes through
a valve that lowers its pressure,
thus decreasing the temperature.
In the heat exchanger,
the refrigerant
absorbs heat from the room
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air.
The refrigerant
then returns
to a compressor and the cycle
is repeated.
Heat pumps are controlled
by thermostats
that
sense
the temperature
of the room and regulate the pump.
Some reservations
about the use of heat pumps
in caves for
surface facility temperature modification
have been voiced by cave
biologists.
Hydrologist
Tom Al.ey , Director
of the Ozark Underground Laboratory,
has been studying
the subject but no studies
have been released.
No criteria
have been established.
Concern
seems to be
over
the possibility
of altering underground
microclimates and adversely effecting cave life forms.
Some cave animals living in the constant temperature zones of caves are highly
susceptible
to temperature
variations
of even a few degrees.
A
heat pump could conceivably raise or lower the temperature
of the
cave air by as much as 10 to 20 degrees in a given area.
The size
of the cave
and its physical configuration versus the volume of
air to be cooled or heated in the surface building is an equation
that remains
to be formulated.
In this area we are still dealing
with theory, conjecture and speculation.
Two years ago Fantastic Caverns at Springfield, Missouri,
embarked
upon
an expansion
and development program that has resulted in the
construction
of a new administration
center.
The
ultra modern
structure
houses offices, restrooms, storage
areas,
a restaurant, gift shop, a Springfield Chamber of Commerce
Information Center,
a Missouri Division of Tourism Information
Center,
an Interpretative
Center and
a Visitors' Lobby.
It is a highceilinged,
multi-storied,
spacious
structure
that has cost more
than $300,000 to build.
It was dedicated
May 11, 1979.
"Two
years
ago when we began construction of the building,
says
General
Manager
Russell
Campbell, "and got the blue
prints and
saw just how large
and expensive of a convent i on-.
a1 heating/cooling unit we would have to have to handle the new building, we began to look for alternatives.
That is when we conceived
of installing a geothermal system.
II

II

Russ
states
that their
use of the word "geothermal"
here is "a mutation" of the term.
It was adapted from the plan of
using the cave temperature to heat and cool the new building.
Mark
Trimble, owner of Fantastic Caverns, first conceived the idea.
Geoscience
normally
relegates
the word geothermal
to
adaptations involving volcano tapping
and super heated gas wells.
In New Zealand
and California
natural geothermal wells have been
used for heating
and production of electricity.
In this tapping
of earth heat,
cold water
is introduced to deep holes in areas
that are seismically hot.
Hot water and stearn returns to the surface.
Now, after two years of design and construction,
the new
system at Fantastic
Caverns
has become a reality at a cost of
approximately $10,000.
"Th i s is not a lot more," Russ says "than
we would have had to spend on a conventional heating/cooling
plant,
and this system is potentially more effecient and economical.
1I

Basically a modified heat pump system, the unit will be
handling 8~OOO square feet of the new administration
center with a
backup LP unit.
During the winter of 1978-79 the usable areas of
the new building were actually heated with the backup LP unit at a
cost of about $25 per day. "I'hi s winter," Russ
says,
"We expect
to save 50 percent on our heating b i.Ll;."
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COOLING POOL IN FANTASTIC CAVERNS
Photography by Kirk Haneen, Manager tontaet-io

Caverns

The new administration center was built above the cave.
About 1,200 feet inside the cave (Fantastic Caverns is a very large
cave with
an average
width of 100 feet and height of 25 feet) a
pool was created to hold 7,000 to 8,000 gallons of water. Cast
iron radiators were arranged in series on the basin floor to act
as cooling coils.
Water temperature
of the pool is 60 degrees.

HEAT EXCHANGER AND ,COMPRESSOR UNITS SEEN HERE AT THE REAR
OF BUILDING ON THE UPHILL SIDE.
ACCESS DOOR ON BUILDING

EXITS FROM'2nd LEVEL WHE~E OFFICES ARE LOCATED
Heat
exchange
and
compressor
units
are located on the
surface near the new building.
Cooled antifreeze
is pumped l;lP to
the heat
exchanger
which
cools
freon in pipes
conducted into a
unit
that
cools
air
in the building.
Conventional
blowers help
circulate
the
cooled
air into and through the' building.
Heat in
the building
is
transfered
to the Freon which transfers
the heat
to the
antifreeze
which
is
then pumped back down into the cave
pool to
be
cooled.
The antifreeze,
once again at 60 degrees,
is
recycled.
The piping
system
holds
200-300 gallons
of fluid and
pumps at the rate of 80 gallons
per minute.
"When the antifreeze
returns
to the poo L" Russ explains,
"the
pool
water is heated up 10 to 12 degrees.
The pool water is
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recycled
establish
to

through
the cave air via an artificial waterfal~ to reits normal 60 degree temperature.
We expect
thlS system

eventually

handle

100 percent

of

our

heating/cooling

ne ed s ."

Two
eleven
ton units are located at the
new building.
Lennox of Kansas
City
did
most of the surface
engineering
while
the cave's staff handled the underground
installation.
According
to Lennox the Fantastic Caverns system is the only one of its precise kind in the United States,
although similar experimental
systems using deep well water were created 20 years ago.
Some safeguards

should

a

pipe

the system
is
building
during
will
automatically

are

rupture,
unable
winter
kick

built

the units

into

the

system.

automatically

For

instance,

down. And if

shut

to

deliver
the desired
temperature
in the
months,
the conventional
LP backup
unit
in to assume the extra load.

Perhaps
the only drawback
to the
system
is that
it
not deliver
Ilinstantt!
heating/cooling
in the
same manner that
ventional
forced
air systems
can.
To solve this
problem,
the
tern functions
constantly
and is not shut down.
The LP backup
also be utilized
for quick "heat
ups" and "coo l downs.

cancansys-

can

t!

ONE BANK OF COOLING COILS

IN POOL

PUMPS BESIDE SURFACE UNITS

What maintenance
needs are there?
"Well,
we will
have
to
drain
the
cave pool periodically,"
Russ explains,
and clean
the
calcium
buildup
from
the
pipes.
It is also
probable
that
heating
the
underground
pool
will
encourage
algae
growth in the
water
that
will
have to be controlled
by adding
Chlorine
to
the
pool water."
II

"We just

•

And how will
don I t know yetl1

all this
effect
the cave's
micro-climate?
Russ adrni ts.
"We'll have to wait and see!'~ •

•

ATTEND. THE CONVENTION AND TOUR SOME OF THE EXCITING CAVES OF SOUTHERN MISSOURI
NORTHERN ARKANSAS--Blanchard
Springs,
Cosmic,
Onyx, War Eagle,
Big Hurricane
River',
Marvel.
Fantastic,
Crystal
Cave and more.
SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER~

&

